
English Home Learning WC 11/05/20  Note: Writing tasks can be written in your exercise book, on lined paper (where possible as this helps with letter formation) or typed on a word document. If 
using Microsoft Word, turn off spell checker so that your child can develop their spelling skills and ability to identify spellings that are incorrect. You can turn it on after they have finished their writing and edited 
it so they can see the correct spellings. 

 

Rainbows 

Session One Session Two 
 

Session Three 
 

1. Think about what you know about 
rainbows and what you would like to find 
out. 

2. Write down 3 sentences and three 
questions about a rainbow. 

Here is an example of  a sentence: 

Rainbows are beautiful because they fill the 
sky with colours. 

 Here is an example of a question. 

Why do rainbows have so many colours? 

 

Read the verses from Eye Spy with my 
Rainbow Eye poem. 
 
Show the colour of the rainbow cards 
(either print them off and cut them up or 
look at them on the screen) Talk about 
what they can see on the cards. Click 
here for the cards. 
 
Now talk about all the colours in the 
rainbow. Split a piece of paper into 6 
parts and write one colour in each part. 
 
Using the cards can they sort the 
different pictures to match the colours. 
Can they think of anything else that is 
that colour? 

Explain that today we are going to try and 
complete a poem about a rainbow. 
 
Look at the cards from yesterday and all 
the objects that had the different colours. 
 
Using the poem template see if they can 
complete the poem choosing the correct 
objects to go in each verse. 
 
  
You could write the poem on a beautiful 
rainbow or perform it in a really 
colourful way! 

Additional Online Games and Activities: 
1. Spelling: Practice golden word spellings in lots of creative ways – Click here  
2. Handwriting: write out the golden words focusing on writing all your letters the correct size. 
3. Purple Mash - Complete the spelling quiz (set as a To Do) 

 

http://www.fremington-primary.devon.sch.uk/assets/documents/55-sp/colours-of-rainbow-35920.pdf
http://www.fremington-primary.devon.sch.uk/assets/documents/55-sp/colours-of-rainbow-35920.pdf
http://www.fremington-primary.devon.sch.uk/assets/documents/55-sp/eye-spy-99256.pdf
http://www.fremington-primary.devon.sch.uk/assets/documents/55-sp/common-exception-words-25810.pdf

